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I

t’s August, and the “dog days” of heat and humidity are
here. Did you know that this time of year got its name from
a star? According to The Old Farmer’s Almanac, what we call
the “dog days of summer” is actually a span of 40 days from
July 3 – August 11 in which Sirius, the Dog Star, rises at dawn.
It’s this time of year when I tend to become restless. When I’m
indoors, I want to be outside enjoying the sunshine…but when
I’m outside, all I can think about is getting back in the cool A/C.
Sometimes this restless energy translates into other areas of our
lives – including time spent at work.
Summer may be a slower time for your business, or you may
be finding a way to capitalize on the season. Either way,
the doggone “restlessness” that comes with the weather is
something to consider. Nobody likes being restless, it’s not a
pleasant feeling, so how can you prevent it from seeping into
the workplace?
Maybe you use the summer to explore creative energies with
new marketing materials – taking some new store photos or
employee group photos to update on your website, or designing
a new store handout? You could also immerse yourself in one
new technology – it might be Facebook, more functions of Excel,
or QuickBooks. Or use the summer to encourage staff to read
more, perhaps brushing up on machine manuals, businessrelated books like 7 Habits of Highly Successful People, and even
these magazines!
These are all ideas that might prevent feeling restless.
They are tasks that help keep staff engaged at work and
day-dreaming less about their fun summer activities. When
it does come time for you or your employees to go on
vacation, visit the lake, or the hit up the ballpark, you aren’t
worried – or restless – about work things: you know you were
fully engaged on the job, got some tasks accomplished, and
deserve some summer fun!
We hope summer selling is going well, and that you are gearing
up for Back-to-School sales!
~Tonya Tienter, VDTA•SDTA Editor

VDTA•SDTA, CD Management assumes no liability
whatsoever for the content, claims or statements of the
advertising and news releases it publishes. Publisher
reserves the right to reject or edit advertising and/or
news releases inconsistent with the objectives of
VDTA•SDTA and CD Management.

Do you receive the monthly
VDTA•SDTA E-newsletters?

Call 800-367-5651 if you aren’t getting
your industry news by email. Stay
connected with your association!

2017-2018 Platinum Sponsor

Time is running out!
Only 2 months left to apply for the
VDTA/Epstein College Scholarship.
High school seniors through College juniors are eligible.

You can apply if you’re a dealer
member’s dependent (including
grandchildren) or the dependent
of an employee.
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See application on page 15 or online at VDTA.com.
For more information call 800-367-5651.

Apply to be a VDTA Dealer of the Month!
The search is afoot for dealers like you yes, YOU - who want to share their experience
and help the industry grow!
You’ll receive an article in the magazine and
online, publicity on social media, a plaque at
the 2019 VDTA Trade Show and Convention,
and chance to be Dealer of the Year!

Dealer of
the Month
Detective
Agency

We suspect you’ll want to know more! Form on page 9.

Solve our mystery!
Be the next Dealer of the Month!
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The Quest
for Success
starts
with
VDTA!
EXPERIENCE VDTA∙SDTA Las Vegas

The 2019 VDTA∙SDTA Trade Show & Convention
February 12-14 with speciality classes beginning Feb. 10
Location: Las Vegas Convention Center, 3150 Paradise Rd
Show Hours:

Tuesday, 11 AM - 5 PM
Wednesday, 11 AM - 5 PM
Thursday, 9 AM - NOON

Accommodations:

Westgate Resort & Casino
Phone: 702-732-5304
Group Code: SVDT9R

Transportation

Advantage Car Rental
Discount for VDTA Members
Web: www.advantage.com
Phone: 800-777-5500

What else can you experience at the 2019 VDTA∙SDTA Show?

♠ Awards Presentation followed by Industry Reception, evening of Feb. 11
♣ Keynote Address, morning of Feb. 12

And

mo
♥ VDTA/Epstein Charity Night, evening of Feb. 13
and EX re NEW
C
♦ The SWEEP is Back! Buying specials ONLY at the show,
Progra ITING
ms!
offered Feb. 13 from 3 PM-5 PM and Feb 14 from 10 AM-NOON
VDTA∙SDTA • 2724 2nd Ave, Des Moines, IA • www.vdta-sdta.com • 800-367-5651 • mail@vdta.com

Classified Ads
BUSINESS FOR SALE:

Owner retiring after 40+ years – For sale
profitable retail sewing machine store servicing
tri-state area in North Texas. Built-in repeat
service business, loyal clients, and highly-trained
staff in desirable high traffic area. Turn-key – all
stock, office equipment, tools, gauges, etc.– the
works including complete customer list. Sales in
excess of $500,000 annually & growing. Owner
will consider partial financing. Priced at $150,000.
Email Cjm12400@gmail.com for more info. (3-3)

BUSINESS FOR SALE:

Move to paradise? 125K. Well-established Vacuum,
Sewing machine business located at a main
intersection in beautiful St Augustine, Florida.
Contact asewvac@gmail.com. 904-460-2895. (4-6)

To place a classified ad with VDTA•SDTA,
call 800-367-5651 or fill out the form online www.vdta-sdta.com
HELP WANTED:

TOPS VACUUM & SEWING. HIRING FOR ALL POSITIONS!

Longarm Installer: Experience with HandiQuilter a must
Sewing Mechanic: Experience necessary
(Brother / Baby Lock)
Vacuum Sales/Service: Simplicity / Miele / Oreck
Web Developer/Unique Content Writer: Any web experience?
Telephone Customer Service (vacuums)
Good At Your Craft? - Relocate To Florida! Top wages paid
on all positions. Email resume to Greg Bank, Owner gregoryabank@gmail.com.

BUSINESS FOR SALE:

Turn-key Sewing Supplies Business FOR SALE. Owner
retiring after 43 years. NYS industry leader. Patchogue,
NY. Listed at $199K. Call 1-631-288-6333. (0-0)

ANNOUNCEMENT: New hot selling pet odor
supplies. Proven sales. 200 – 300% mark-up.
Vacuum cleaner sales and service. 35 years of
successful operation, upstate NY, Saratoga county. Guaranteed sales. Contact Ron at NAMCO,
$166,000 building available. Rent/buy. Store view. www.namcomfg.com, 800-634-5816.
www.hotvacs.com. Contact David Swinton.
518-587-2177. Hotvacs@hotmail.com. (3-3)
BUSINESS FOR SALE:

BUSINESS FOR SALE:

Well-established vacuum store for sale in NC,
30 years of successful operation. Exclusive
dealer for Riccar and Sirena. Services all
makes models. Please call with serious
inquires only. 704-483-1699. (1-1)

BUSINESS FOR SALE:

Suncoast Vacuum on US41 in Port Charlotte,
Florida. Celebrated 40 years in 2017.
Booming local area with many multi-million
dollar projects including 800m Sunseeker
Resort, see www.sunseekerresorts.com.
Business, inventory, fixtures, etc $325,000,
includes 1-year free building lease.
Contact Paul 941-629-2216,
sales@suncoastvacuum.com. (1-1)

BUSINESS FOR SALE:

Vac and Sew shop, established, growing
community. Between Tuscon and Phoenix,
only shop for 70 mile radius. Selling for health
reasons. 25K.
info@thevacdoctor.com. (1-1)

HELP WANTED:

Business is good. Bank’s Vacuum Superstores
is opening 2-3 more locations. We’re seeking 5
to 7 experienced vacuum cleaner technicians,
salespeople, working district/store managers
plus 2 to 3 central vacuum salespeople,
technicians, and installers.
Why is Bank’s is the #1 Volume Vacuum
Dealer in the U.S.? Because we have more
fun together with our co-workers and families
than anyone else in our business. We’re
honest, we smile, we give great 5 Star service
to our customers, and we love what we do.
If you want to have a ton of fun plus earn
our industry’s best compensation package
including family health insurance stipend,
retirement plan with match, at least 2 weeks
paid vacation, company and vendor sponsored
picnics and events, plus moving expenses,
call or send resume to Tim Kellogg, General
Manager: Tim@BanksVac.com, 248-514-1426.
Or Ken Bank, 248-767-8227.

THANK YOU MEMBERS
The following is a list of members who recently
renewed their membership or joined VDTA•SDTA or SEA

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Ametek Floor Care & Specialty
Motors
Canplas Industries
Dyson Inc
M D Manufacturing Inc
Plastiflex Group of North
Carolina
Sebo America
Synchrony Financial
Tri-Technical Systems Inc
Boneco North America

MEMBER SINCE
June 1986

Kent, OH

Oakville, ON, Canada
Chicago, IL
Bakersfield, CA
Statesville, NC

July 1987
July 2002
April 1996
Jan 2001

Centennial, CO
Kettering, OH
Dubuque, IA
Naperville, IL

Aug 1999
Sept 2004
July 2004
May 2018

DEALER MEMBERS		
AAA Sew & Vac Inc
Sandy, UT
Feb 2017
A-Best Sew & Vac
Albert Lea, MN
June 2000
Albert Lea Vacuum Center
Albert Lea, MN
Jan 2016
All Brand Vacuum Repair
Tamaqua, PA
Aug 2017
All State Vacuum Co
Jacksonville, FL
July 2007
Allen’s Vacuum Cleaner Ctr
Milford, OH
Aug 1984
Banks Vacuum Superstores #1 Livonia, MI
Nov 2001
Banks Vacuum Superstores #11 Warren, MI
Nov 2001
Banks Vacuum Superstores #5 Plymouth, MI
Nov 2001
Banks Vacuum Superstores #6 Shelby Township, MI
Nov 2001
Banks Vacuum Superstores #2 Dearborn, MI
Nov 2001
Banks Vacuum Superstores #10 Lake Orion, MI
Nov 2001
Banks Vacuum Superstores #3 Novi, MI
Nov 2001
Banks Vacuum Superstores #4 Grosse Pte Woods, MI Nov 2001
Bill Lindsey’s Sweeper Mart
Massillon, OH
July 1995
Bob’s Discount Sewing
Albuquerque, NM
Feb 1982
& Vac Ctr
Cardy Vacuum
Ottawa, ON, Canada
June 1992
Charlottesville Sanitary
Charlottesville, VA
May 1989
Supply Corp
Classic Vacuum
N Canton, OH
June 1999
Electric Hospital
Coos Bay, OR
July1983
Erv’s Vacuum Sales & Service Olathe, KS
May2018
Falconer Vac Shop
Falconer, NY
July 2007
Fashion Patterns by Coni
Hansville, WA
March 2009
Forx Vacuum
Grand Forks, ND
May 2007
Frank’s Vacuum & Sewing
Montrose, CA
Jan 2013
GNC Vacs
South Bend, IN
Jan 2018
Grand Central Vac Inc
West Springfield, MA
Aug 2008
Handy Andy’s Quality Vacuums New Bedford, MA
April 1986
Hilltop Vacuums Plus
Mankato, MN
July 2015
K & M Housewares and
Brooklyn, NY
March 2015
Appliances
Kansas Vacuum Center Inc
Wichita, KS
Aug 2015
Luke’s Sewing Center
Elsmere, KY
Feb 1994
Memphis Sewing Machine Co Cordova, TN
Aug 1989
Normans Vacuum Supply
Jacksonville, FL
Feb 1984
Omaha Vacuums Inc
Omaha, NE
Aug 1996
Peacock’s
Visalia, CA
Feb 1996
Rosie’s Calico Cupboard
San Diego, CA
Jan 2010

Russ Vacuum/The Vacuum
Doctor
Seaford Vac & Sew Inc
Sew Right Sewing Machines
Sewing Machine Sales & Svc
Southwest Decoratives &
Kokopelli Quilting
Sudbury Vacuum Sales & Svc
The Fabric Center
The Sewing Garret Inc
The Vacuum Ctr of Bloomington
TJ’s Fabrics
Vacuum Center
Vacuum Doctor
Wish Upon A Quilt
Woody Mann Company
Yaple’s Vac & Sew Ctr

Grand Junction, CO

Feb 1990

Seaford, NY
Bayside Queens, NY
Byram, MS
Albuquerque, NM

Aug 1994
Dec 1998
Aug 2015
June 2014

Sudbury, ON, Canada April 1985
Morris, IL
Aug 1995
Daytona Beach, FL
April 2005
Bloomington, IN
Feb 2017
Opp, AL
Aug 2017
Savannah, GA
May 1989
Kalamazoo, MI
Aug 2010
Raleigh, NC
Feb 2016
Richardson, TX
July 1981
Erie, PA
March 1988

SEA MEMBERS			
Adams Fashion Design Studio Catonsville, MD
Aug 2011
Mary Ann Racheau
Las Vegas, NV
Aug 2017

A New Set of Themed Quilt-In-The-Hoop
Projects For Every Month.

www.hoopsisters.com
866.497.4068
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2018 VDTA•SDTA

Independent Dealer of the Month

Cutter Vac & Home
Center LLC
Fond du Lac, WI

V

DTA•SDTA happily honors Cutter
Vac & Home Center LLC in Fond du
Lac, Wisconsin as our 2018 August
Dealer of the Month. Owner Ron
Cutter operates a single storefront with
eight employees, and is dedicated to making
the business thrive. Cutter Vac is a threegeneration family business and has proudly
been a member of VDTA since the early 80s.
The business got its start in 1949 when Ron’s
father, Bob, established Cutter Kirby, making
house calls to demonstrate the latest Kirby
vacuum. After thousands of demonstrations
and getting to know his customers, Bob realized
that no single vacuum could serve all of their needs.
He and his wife Lillian devised a new plan and in
1981 changed the business name to Cutter Vac LLC,
selling and servicing an extensive array of vacuums.
In 1992, Bob and his son Ron expanded further
with the sales and installation of central vacuum
systems.
A few short years later in 1996, Ron and wife Laurie
purchased the business. Bob remained active in the
business until he passed away in 2006, and as Ron
and staff say, “We are all sure that heaven is just
a little bit cleaner now that Bob is there.” Ron has
made sure the business continues to grow, knowing
that his father and staff sold well over 25,000
vacuums and serviced over 75,000 vacuums in
years prior!
Today, it is Cutter Vac’s goal to “help customers
achieve a cleaner, healthier, more comfortable
home.” They carry many top-quality brands
including Simplicity, Miele, SEBO, Royal, and
Dyson, and also BEAM and Hide-a-Hose for central
vacuums. In 2008 the store added air duct cleaning
to their list of services, which also includes Radon
testing and vacuum repair for over 25 brands.
While Cutter Vac has been a long-standing part of
their community, Ron and staff continue to spread
the word about their store through community
sponsorships. Engaging with the community is

8

their preferred form of advertising, and the store
makes a point to participate in charitable causes for
the local Arts Center and churches. They prioritize
people over profit and give individual attention to
customers, which has served well as their recipe for
success.
Ron has three key pieces of advice for other dealers
in the industry: “Honesty is important. Don’t forget
the value of cross selling. And do home shows at
least every two years.”

Congratulations to Ron and
Laurie Cutter and the staff at
Cutter Vac on being named
VDTA’s Dealer of the Month!

Apply to be
a Dealer of
the Month on
page 9

SDTA NEWS August 2018 | SQE Professional™

VDTA•SDTA Dealer of The Month
Company Name______________________________

Phone___________________________________

Owner’s Name_______________________________

Web site____________________________________

Address__________________________________

E-mail address_______________________________

City, State, Zip_______________________________

Local Newspaper _____________________________

1. What year was your store established?
_________________________________________________
2. How many stores do you operate?
_________________________________________________
3. How many employees do you have?
_________________________________________________
4. What product lines do you carry?		
_________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
5. What services do you provide?
_________________________________________________
6. Is your business family run? How many generations?
_____________________________________
7. What is your age group:		
40 – under
41 – 50
51 – 60
61 plus
8. Check all equipment that your business carries:
Vacuum
Vacuum/Central Vacuum
Vacuum & Sewing
Janitorial
Sewing Machines
Quilt Shop with Sewing Machines
Longarm machines
Quilt Shop without Sewing Machines
Other _________________________________________
9. Do you have and maintain e-mail lists of your customers?
Yes
No
10. Do you have and maintain direct mail lists of your customers? Yes
No
11. Do you have a rental program for sewing machines? 		
Yes
No
12. Do you rent time on a longarm quilting machine to quilters to machine quilt?
Yes No
13. Do you offer sewing /quilting classes in your store?		
Yes
No
_____________________________________________________________________________________

On a separate sheet of paper or email (to mail@vdta.com) please answer the following
14. How often do you offer classes and what age group do you target?
15. Community projects you participate in or support.
16. Marketing plans you have done that draw people to your store.
17. Any awards received from a manufacturer or from your community.
18. What tips of success or advice do you have for other independent retailers in the industry?
19. Share a paragraph about the history of your business and how it has grown?
20. How often do you attend the VDTA•SDTA Annual Convention? IE: Every year, every 2 yrs, etc:
21. What makes your shop stand out in your community.
______________________________________________________________________________________
23. Are you a member of the VDTA•SDTA?
Yes
No
24. What year did you join? _______________________________________________________________
Fax to: 515-282-4483
Mail to: Dealer of the Month, VDTA•SDTA, 2724 2nd Ave, Des Moines, IA 50313.
E-mail to: mail@vdta.com.
You may also visit www.vdta.com, click on “Members,” and fill out the form online and submit.
You must be a current member of VDTA•SDTA to be selected as the Dealer of the Month.
SDTA NEWS August 2018 | SQE Professional™
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VIEWPOINT

Owning Your Own Business: Is It
What You Were Created to Do?

M

anaging your own business is great. You
come in late or whenever you feel like it,
set your own hours, and almost certainly
make a pile of money. Don’t forget, as the
boss, what you say goes: “If you don’t like it, there’s
the door. Don’t let it hit you…”
OK. Time to wake up! Managing your own
business is great IF you’re not just in it for your own
good. Running a business requires full effort of you
being the example. It’s up to you to set the tone, the
standard, of what great customer service means.
So how does a person do this? If you don’t have
anything else to offer a customer, you can always
go the price route.
People love low
prices… but guess
what? Most people
love a fair price
AND great service
even more! Just tell
your staff they had
better give great
service. Isn’t that
why they get that fat paycheck every other week?
“They should earn their keep!” “Do I have to do
everything myself?”

“

Hmmm. Sounds a little bit like the ups and downs of
owning a business. You will have days, weeks, and
months when everything seems to go wrong. Just
when you put out one fire, another ignites. Troubles
might never seem to end. Like Job, you need to trust
while you are suffering. If you have treated your
customers AND staff with the respect they deserve
and “served” them, things will come back.
You might need to modify your business plan, but
things will come back. You will be blessed in ways
you may not have even considered. If your only
motivation to be in business is to become rich and
retire, you probably are going to be retired, minus
the rich part.

“

Owning our own
business is hard.
It seems like some
people were created
for it and some were
not. Some just can’t
cope with the ups and
downs. There will be
times when we feel
like Job, asking, “Why me?” and “What else could
go wrong?” But the secret to managing a successful
business and quelling thoughts of despair is putting
the needs of our customers and our staff ahead of
the desire to serve our own needs. If we do this,
we will most likely succeed. We need to have faith
in who we are serving, and we will be rewarded in
the end.

Retail. It’s the perfect serving
opportunity. We need to have faith
in who we are serving, and we
will be rewarded in the end.

While the last bit is a little exaggerated, some
owners and manager do have poor attitudes
about customer service. Even so, they made it up
the success ladder, maybe by stepping on someone
else’s fingers or having staff who are more inspired
than they are.
Good customer service and good staff relations work
hand in hand. If staff aren’t happy with what’s going
on, how can they make customers happy? “What’s
inside eventually has to come out.” This includes
bad attitudes. If we are having a bad day and things
aren’t going right, if there’s something less than
good in your heart, it will probably come out.
Have you ever gone through a time when everything
seemed bad? I think of Job from the biblical stories,
a good man who was tested. One bad thing after
another happened to Job. His wealth was amongst
the first things to go, then his family, and finally his
health from being covered in boils from head to toe.
But Job kept his faith through all of this and in the
end, he got back everything he had lost and then
some.
10

Retail. It’s the perfect serving opportunity.
If you aren’t already familiar with it, check out the
Book of Job in the Bible. It’s a pretty cool story.
Thoughts and ideas from our readers are
greatly appreciated.
Questions? Comments?
E-mail:
jimbarnhardt@msn.com

~Jim

SDTA NEWS August 2018 | SQE Professional™

Jim Barnhardt

J & R Vacuum and Sewing
VDTA•SDTA Board Member

INDUSTRY NEWS

International Sewing Month
Promotion
PRIZES INCLUDE:

It’s Not Too Late!

Janome Sewing Machine DC 2030
EverSewn Sparrow 25 Sewing Machine
Baby Lock Sophia Sewing/Embroidery Machine
Ready.Set.Go! AccuQuilt Fabric Cutting System
Singer Featherweight C240 Sewing Machine
...AND MORE!

Seams Bu ld Dreams

MEMBER

September is International Sewing Month
Start planning today to participate in 2018 International Sewing Month.
If you are a VDTA•SDTA dealer member, you can request a free sewing month kit,
which includes wall and window banners, signs, and sales tags. This event is also
an excellent opportunity for you to attract new customers and reward current ones
with prize giveaways as part of the sponsored promotion. Request your kit today!
Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Store Name: _____________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ___________________________________________________________________________
Email: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Fax to 515-282-4483 • Email to mail@vdta.com, or
Mail to VDTA•SDTA, 2724 2nd Avenue, Des Moines, IA 50313
First kit is FREE; Call 800-367-5651 for cost of additional kits
SDTA NEWS August 2018 | SQE Professional™
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Steve Butler
Clover Tool School:
Hand Sewing Needles
Clover Needlecraft

WHAT IS IT?
No tools are more basic to sewing than needles.
They existed even before thread and fabric when
our ancient ancestors used pointed objects to
perforate and lace together hides. Centuries later,
we have greatly advanced with modern hand sewing
needles that do the same basic thing… but they do
it so much better. Few tools are more useful.
This primordial sewing tool has evolved into virtually
every genre of sewing specialty including general
sewing, appliqué, embroidery, ribbon embroidery,
quilting, upholstery, tapestry, basting, beading,
darning, tailoring, etc. and etc. In addition to
having needles specific to a wide range of
applications, suitable sizes of each have
developed. The general convention for
sizing needles is that within any given style
or class of needle, the length and thickness
of the needle increases as the size number
decreases. Just remember it’s ‘backwards,’
and you’ll keep it straight.

Black Gold Hand Sewing Needles: Produced with
unique coating materials and manufactured with a nontraditional vertical polishing process, the Black Gold
Needles by Clover are a premium brand. Strong, sharp,
and uncommonly smooth, they are the choice of
those to whom ultimate performance is a necessity.
Clover Gold Eye Hand Sewing Needles: Gold Eye
Hand Sewing Needles by Clover are perfect for a wide
range of hand sewing applications. They are available in
several styles and sizes.

Gold Eye Needles

As an added complication though, a size 10
of one style of needle may be either larger
or smaller than a size 10 of another style.
It’s important to select the type of needle
for your intended application, and then
select the smallest size consistent with the
size of thread being used. The larger the
needle, the larger the eye. Having the right
needle and the right size needle makes all
the difference.

12
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“

HOW DO I SHARE IT?
This has to be an education process. Most people
have just “made do”with whatever was available
and because of that, they don’t realize the benefits
of using a needle designed for a specific purpose.
Make that process a deliberate part of every class
that is taught. Just take a few minutes at the
beginning of each and every class to cover the
specifics of one or two needle styles. It’s also a
good idea to have specific classes that require
hand needle use, i.e. appliqué or hand quilting.
Stick with it. Perseverance will pay off, and
everyone will get the point.

PRODUCT SHOWCASE

WHAT DOES IT DO?
A needle has to have a point, either sharp or ball,
consistent with its intended use. It has to be smooth
so it pulls evenly through layers of fabric. It has
to be resilient so it will flex without bending or
breaking. It has to have a smooth eye that can easily
be threaded and hold the thread without causing
damage. It has to be durable so its term of use
is not limited by the quality of materials used or
manufacturing techniques applied. And all of that
has to be consistent 100% of the time.

Clover has gone to extraordinary effort to ensure the availability of a
wide range of needle styles as well as uncompromising quality control.

”

AccuQuilt Continues 10-Year Anniversary
Celebration with Release of
Limited-Edition GO!® Die Storage
New storage from AccuQuilt gives quilters a commemorative,
customizable way to store their GO! dies.

A

ccuQuilt is happy to announce the release of its GO! Die Storage Limited Edition – 6” x 12.”
This new release allows GO! die users to customize their storage by consolidating, grouping,
and labeling up to eight 6” x 12” and 5” x 10” dies.

“Our limited edition anniversary storage is something for all GO! die users,” said Director of Marketing,
Dawn Drazdys. “Whether you have a whole collection or just began cutting with GO! dies, this solution
helps you organize your workspace so you can cut time and quilt more.”
Voted on by AccuQuilt customers, the clean white packaging with a commemorative anniversary blue
touch fits in any room’s décor. The blue is also found on the storage system’s ribbon tabs, which have
traditionally been seen in AccuQuilt green. These convenient tabs make it easy to retrieve the storage
from its snugly fit case.
GO! Die Storage Limited Edition – 6” x 12” holds eight 6” x 12” or 5” x 10” GO! dies and is compatible
with many of AccuQuilt’s 2018 GO! die releases, including the 10th Anniversary Limited-Edition GO! Leaping
Frog (55199), GO! Elephants (55373), and GO! Airplanes (55366). New dies and storage containers can be
purchased at AccuQuilt Signature Retailers or on accuquilt.com.
About the Company: Headquartered in Omaha, NE, AccuQuilt offers quilters, fabric crafters, and retailers a premier
line of fabric cutters, dies, quilting patterns, and other quilt and fabric cutting solutions that help quilters quickly and
accurately cut shapes for quilting and fabric crafts. AccuQuilt also offers quilters a wide variety of rich educational
resources to enhance their quilting experiences. Cutting with AccuQuilt cutters is a natural evolution of fabric cutting
methods. For more information on how to Cut Time. Quilt More.™, visit accuquilt.com or call 888-258-7913.
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Is your student planning to pursue a bachelor’s
degree? Let your
financially assist with a chance of a lifetime.

Complete the scholarship application online at
www.vdta.com/BESFapplication.pdf
Obtain a dealer reference letter.
Get a certified copy of your school transcript
Write an essay about career objectives.
Write an essay about extra-curriculars.
Gather 3 letters of reference

Deadline October 1, 2018
For information call 800-367-5651 or go to
www.vdta.com/besf.html
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2019 VDTA/Epstein Scholarship Application -

Deadline: October 1, 2018

The VDTA/Epstein Scholarship is available through the VDTA•SDTA and is for VDTA•SDTA dealer members, their dependents
(including grandchildren), employees, and employee dependents. Dealer member must be current and in good standing with
their VDTA•SDTA
VDTA•SDTA membership in order for the student to apply for, receive, and continue to receive scholarship payments.
All info must be complete and you must provide the additional documents required. Completion of this application is for scholarship consideration only.

1. Personal Information
Last Name_________________________________________First _________________________________Middle Init.______
Permanent Address __________________________________________________________Zip ________________________
City __________________________________________State __________Phone Number______________________________
E-mail_______________________________________________Date of Birth ______/_______/_____ Sex:

Male

Female

2. Parent/Guardian Information
Name __________________________________________________ Phone Number __________________________________
Name _________________________________________________ Phone Number __________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Email ______________________________________________________________
3. Referred by VDTA•SDTA Dealer Member
Name ___________________________________ Company Name ________________________________________________
Relationship of applicant to dealer _______________________________________ Phone______________________________
Address ___________________________________________City, State _________________________ Zip ________________
4. VDTA•SDTA Dealer Letter
VDTA•SDTA Dealer Member: Write a letter stating why this applicant should be considered for the VDTA/Epstein Scholarship.
5. School Information
School Name _______________________________________________ School Phone ______________________________
School Address _________________________________________________________________________________________
Recommended by Teacher's Name _______________________________ Contact info_________________________________
School Counselor's Name:_______________________________________________
Year in school as of Jan. 2019

High School Senior

must be at least H.S. Senior

College Freshman

Cumulative GPA __________________

must be minimum of 2.5 on 4.0 scale

College Sophomore

College Junior

6. Submit Most Current Certiﬁed School Transcripts with this Application.
7. Write an essay (100 word minimum) on a separate document addressing: a) any awards of honors you’ve received and
b) your educational objectives and how they will relate to your planned future career.
8. Write an essay (100-word minimum) on a separate document addressing: extra-curriculars in which you have been involved
that demonstrate 1 or more of the following: a) Love of Sports b) Community involvement 3. Humanitarianism 4. Leadership ability
9. Additional Letters of Reference. Obtain letters of reference from at least three (3) individuals (not related to applicant), attesting
to your activities which demonstrate one or more of the attributes listed above in ITEM 8. This could be from school counselors,
teachers, church leaders, other business owners, coaches, etc. Letters must be signed by the person who wrote it.
10. Terms of Scholarship: Scholarship recipient must be enrolled for at least 12 credit hours and maintain at least 12 credit
hours each year to be and remain eligible for current and future scholarship money. Scholarship money is paid only as long as
the recipient is an undergraduate student. Money is awarded in $2,500 increments per school year with a maximum paid of the
current scholarship amount.
11. Other information: Scholarship is funded by industry donations. It is expected that the
recipient of the Scholarship will accept the award in person at the VDTA•SDTA Convention.
Recipient’s travel, lodging and meal expenses will be provided. Not every student will receive
the entire amount of the scholarship: total scholarship dollars are determined by the student's
year in school at the time of the award. Financial need will not be used in determination.

Checklist:

My application is for: Academic year 2019/2020. I declare that to my knowledge,
the statements and information given in this application and any supporting
documentation submitted are true and accurate.

Applicant’s signature:___________________________________________________
Date: ______________________________________

Complete this application
Acquire Dealer Reference Letter
Acquire Certiﬁed School Transcript
Write essay about career objectives
Write essay about extra-curriculars
Acquire 3 letters of reference
(in addition to Dealer Letter)
Make sure letters of ref. are signed
Sign this application

Mail application & required documents postmarked by October 1, 2018
to: VDTA/Epstein Scholarship, 2724 2nd Ave., Des Moines, IA 50313 • Phone: 800-367-5651
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How the Facebook Algorithm Changed
...and What it Means for You
By: Tonya Tienter

E

very summer growing up – and I do mean
every summer – my family took a vacation
“Up North” in my home state of Minnesota.
While Up North, we lived on our boat, tootling
along and finding the best places to fish.
My dad had this rule, though, that if you want to fish,
you have to bait your own hook. I did pretty well with
nightcrawlers and minnows, especially after catching
a big Sunny, but it was much harder handling the
creepy crawly leeches. And more often than not...
the leeches would get the bites.
This summer, my family fishing trip is planned for
Labor Day. In anticipation, I’m happily thinking about
ice cold Pepsis on the boat with my dad, laughing
at whoever catches the smallest fish, but I’m
squeamish about the bait. These thoughts, coupled
with my job and recent news about Facebook’s
“New Algorithm” got
me thinking about how
independent retailers rely
on Facebook to secure new
leads and sales.

quality “Friend” engagements over media outlets and
brand building. For America’s small businesses, what
seemed easily achievable – marketing your business to
a body of millions of users – just got considerably more
difficult. Facebook has flat-out declared that

users will see less posts by businesses and more
posts by family and friends.
In recent years businesses on Facebook - including
consultants for LulaRoe, Mary Kay, FitTeam, and
more - have been able to generate cursory contact
and communication with their audience through
“Engagement Bait.” This bait is usually a simple
post, applicable to a wide audience, often unrelated
to the product or service offered. These posts say
things like “Tag a Friend who loves baseball”
or “Comment with your favorite flavor of ice
cream!”

Facebook is an affordable
marketing platform
with exponential reach:
According to The Social
Skinny, every 60 seconds
on Facebook, 510,000
comments are posted,
293,000 statuses are
updated, and 136,000
photos are uploaded1.
Knowing there are 60 minutes in an hour and
24 hours in a day, those numbers jump to
734 million comments, 422 million statuses, and
196 million photos daily! If even a tiny, tiny fraction
of those comments, statuses or photos are about
your business, what an impact it can have on your
bottom line!

The philosophy of this “bait” is that the number of
people who like baseball or ice cream is a lot larger
than the number of people presently and urgently
looking to buy, say, a sewing machine. So as a
business, I’ll create for myself a massive pool of
prospective customers, some of whom will take my
bait and look into my business, maybe even decide
they want a new sewing machine.

But since we’re throwing around numbers, it’s also
important to note that 83 million fake profiles exist
within Facebook’s worldwide audience2. Fake profiles
creating fake news along with data misuse are the
grounds for Facebook’s new algorithm that prioritizes

While there’s nothing wrong with these posts, they
don’t create quality interactions. Ninety-nine percent
of users hastily click the thumbs-up with no follow-up
action – no visits to the business FB page, no linking
to the business website.

Bait
t
n
e
gem

Enga

Footnotes: 1. Zephira Inc. 2. Zephira Inc. 3. Eddine
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Facebook now views these posts almost like my
dreadful leech – great at catching people’s attention,
but their nature is to drain substance out of the
Facebook experience. These types of posts from
businesses will be DE-PRIORITIZED – they will NOT
show up in Newsfeeds nearly as often and will have a
LESSER reach.
WHAT IS “REACH” AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
Facebook “Reach” can be defined as: The number of
people who are presented with any given Facebook
post. If I posted a picture of the big Bass I caught
and 50 people come in contact
with that picture, it would have
a “Reach” of 50. But now,
Facebook is reporting “Reach”
data differently.
Previously, each time a person
logged-in to Facebook, their
Newsfeed loaded 250 posts and
each of those 250 posts were
counted as a “Reach” – even if
the user didn’t scroll down and
look at every single one3. Not
anymore. Now a “Reach” is only
reported by Facebook if the user
actually scrolls through and
physically sees the post.

Amidst the Facebook
changes, what should you
do to ensure your business does not lose
ground? Various social media gurus have their
own solutions, but a few things they agree on:
•

On Facebook, video is a favored source of
content. Posting videos to share things about
your business will help sustain and grow your
“Reach.” Facebook Live videos are trendy, as
users feel immediately engaged with their FB
community.

•

Facebook Groups are also given more
priority, because they foster a community
with the potential for quality interactions:
Q&As, discussions, and more. You might create
“Groups” where shoppers can communicate
about things relevant to your business.

•

Facebook posts about current events will
be preferred. If you owned a Bridal Store and
posted about the Royal Wedding – something like
“Loved the Royal Wedding and Meghan Markle’s
veil! Check out our veil options in-store!”–
Facebook would let it reach more people.
Consider how you can use current events in your
FB posts in a relevant and appropriate manner.

•

Create content that is “truly helpful and
interesting,” as author Lara Eddine says. One
way to create helpful and interesting posts is
by providing context. For instance, the “bait”
mentioned earlier can be relevant if posted
contextually, perhaps by a brewery offering
specials during the game or a salon and spa
promoting a day of indulgence. It’s important
to consider the quality of interactions with your
Facebook posts over quantity.

d
Improve
osts
P
t
n
e
m
Engage
Facebook has changed, and it will keep changing.
It’s vital to stay up-to-date with best social media
practices, but don’t get bogged down online. Your
customers live in the real world and come to your
store for a great personal experience they can’t
find anywhere else. That’s what sets you, the
independent retailer, apart!

SOURCES

“The Top 20 Valuable Facebook Statistics – Updated July
2018.” Zephira Inc. Sarasota, FL. July 2018.
www.zephoria.com
Eddine, Lara Nour. “Facebook Algorithm Change: How the
2018 Update Will Impact Your Strategy.” Kuno Creative.
1 May 2018. www.kunocreative.com.

Experiencing an

Aurifil Lecture
W

hat sets independent retailers apart from
their competition? Exclusive products...
yes. Genuine customer service...yes.
Education...definitely.

Technical steps of threadmaking such as
Singeing, Mercerizing, and Drying were brought
to light as well as some interesting facts about
the threads.

An Aurifil Lecture hosted by Aurifil’s Alex
Veronelli is a fantastic way to provide education
while making more sales. The Aurifil thread
company was found in 1983 by Angelo Gregotti
and Adolfo Veronelli. The company is based
near Milan and is now in its second generation
of ownership, with Alex and the daughter of
Mr. Gregotti at the helm. The 270 colors of
Aurifil’s 12wt, 28wt, 40wt, 50wt and Floss plus
more than 200 designer collections prove that
Aurifil is committed to giving sewers and quilters
the best creative experience possible.

For example, after the drying stage, if something
would compromise a skein of Aurifil thread, it is
not discarded but given to charity. However, any
thread that is damaged before this stage would
be discarded because it is comprised beyond the
Aurifil standard. Also, Aurifil’s variegated threads
are dyed randomly so no spool is the exact
same, but their multi-colored threads are printed
rather than dyed.

Inspired to Sew in Cedar Rapids hosted two
Aurifil Lectures on Sunday, July 8 in the store’s
upper-level classroom space, and the room
was packed! The day opened with co-owner
Jill Reicks welcoming attendees, telling them
“As you fall in love with thread, you want to
know that Inspired to Sew gave you some great
opportunities.” As she mentioned the upcoming
gifts and giveaways included with the lecture,
she continued, “We do this because we’re
grateful of your support, and we want to pass
that happiness on to you.”
With a big round of applause, Alex Veronelli
took over to teach attendees about what makes
Aurifil thread unique and a great choice for
sewers and quilters. His lecture ran in tandem
with a video filmed from the Aurifil factory in
Italy, which he narrated with fascinating depth.
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Alex went on to explain why the Aurifil process
is so special and different from other threads,
especially those sold by mass merchandisers:
Manufacturers of cheaper threads use a waxing/
firing process that actually creates “nubs” within
the thread, which then causes problems with
machines. From years of troubleshooting with
customers, owner Jill has seen these problems
firsthand and shared with the group an important
insight: that when most people critique their
machine quilting, more often than not they are
actually critiquing the quality of the thread!

Select Steps of Making Aurifil Thread:
Twisting: Taking 2 plies and twisting them together. Each

thread manufacturer has their own formula of twists per inch.

Thermofastening: Immersing the materials in a steam bath.
Dyeing: All threads are test-dyed before a mass dye of the

skeins. Just a few yards are test-dyed and compared with the
Color Card. Corrections to the dye may need to be made with
the help of computer software that gives information on a
color’s specific light reflection/refraction. Plus, each color of
dye has a different recipe, including time and temperature.

Drying: Threads are dried in a large underground oven.

Over 50 samples of
projects sewn and
quilted with Aurifil
thread were provided
by Alex and passed
around the room.
Many were made by
Aurifil designers to
showcase the different
applications & weights
of Aurifil’s threads.

Temperature is closely regulated, as too high a temperature
will compromise the quality of threads.
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Co-owners of Inspired to Sew, Jill Reicks and Therese
Gansen, are thankful for educators like Alex who work so
hard to bring great products to life and translate those
products into profit for dealers.
Both Jill and Therese have noticed in the last couple of
years that a lot of work has been done by the industry
to capture the interest of new quilters but less effort
of what to do after making that first quilt. They say
Pinterest has done wonders for inspiring quilting
creativity, but all the attention-grabbing has meant a
lapse in the more technical skills – math included – for
sustaining a sewing hobby, which is why Alex’s visit is
great for business!
“Our goal with today’s lecture has been to educate
customers,” says Jill. “Giving them an authentic voice of
the company helps showcase products and the reasons
the shop carries them. Alex did an excellent job and we
couldn’t have enjoyed it more.”

Read more about Inspired to Sew’s
history as an independent dealer
at www.inspiredtosew.com

And learn more about
Aurifil threads and how
you can become a dealer
at www.aurifil.com

Left to right: Jill Reicks, co-owner Inspired
to Sew; Alex Veronelli, Aurifil; Therese Gansen,
co-owner Inspired to Sew.
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Thank you to all of our
Sewing Month Sponsors!

Bloc Loc
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THE RIGHT LIGHT MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE!
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New from Martingale
A Prairie Journey - Small Quilts That
Celebrate the Pioneer Spirit
Enjoy 13 petite quilts with ties to the past, each inspired by
yesterday’s traditional blocks and today’s reproduction fabrics.
Best-selling author Kathleen Tracy whisks you back to an era
when the classic quilt blocks of today were just making their
debut.
Stitch projects such as Wagon Wheels, Crossing the Prairie, and
Aunt Sarah’s Scrap Baskets, or make a signature quilt featuring
blocks autographed by your family members. You’ll find vintage
photos and the words of pioneer women from the mid-nineteenth
century sprinkled throughout.
Table-Runner Roundup - 13 Quilted Projects
to Spice Up Your Table
From classic chic to fresh farmhouse, the versatility of the
table runner shines in this collection of all-new projects.
Thirteen designs include scrappy stars for the dinner table,
sweet pineapples and savory olives for alfresco dining, a clever
hexagon runner that transforms into place mats, and more!
Fun and easy techniques range from traditional patchwork and
fusible appliqué to stitch-and-flip triangles and dimensional
curves. Get double the enjoyment when you use these beautiful
pieces as wall hangings or as accents to drape on other kinds
of “table” tops, such as dressers, bookshelves, hutches, and
cabinet doors.
French Farmhouse - Quilts with Rustic Simplicity
Blend the beauty of antique quilts with the simplicity of
primitive stitchery and what do you get? The French-farmhouse
look! Designer Marie-Claude Picon from the south of France
shares how you can combine prints, colors, and textures to
capture an old-fashioned, comfy quality in your quilts.
Ten projects range from classic Nine Patch and medallion
designs to quilts featuring tiny houses and stunning stars.
As you sew along, you’ll learn how to get that perfectly aged
feel with simple patchwork, fusible appliqué.
Fat-Quarter Favorites - 13 Eye-Catching Quilts
You’ll Love to Make
Fat-quarter fans: start your sewing engines! Fat quarters are a
favorite fabric cut - find charming ways to use more of yours in
this all-new collection of fat-quarter-friendly designs. Take those
fun little chunks of fabric in fantastic new directions, trying fresh
spins on classic quilt blocks, such as Jacob’s Ladder, Churn Dash,
and Pinwheel. Or, take a page from nature’s design book and
turn fat quarters into fabric flower gardens or sparkling stars!
Dive into a variety of fun techniques, including traditional piecing
and fusible appliqué. With today’s popular designers leading the
way, it’s easier than ever to have fun with fat quarters!
22
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Small Retailer Tells Congress Sales Tax Ruling
Will End Online Sellers’ Price Advantage
Without Creating Collection Burden

What’s
Going on
with Online
Sales
Tax? And How
Does it
Affect
You?

A

small Florida-based retailer who sells both in-store and online told
Congress today that last month’s Supreme Court ruling in favor of
online sales tax collection will end a price disadvantage suffered by
local stores without creating an undue burden for internet sellers.

“BrandsMart is looking forward to the new retail landscape,” BrandsMart
U.S.A. Executive Vice President Lary Sinewitz said. “We believe that when we
compete on price and good customer service without having to overcome a
discriminatory tax burden, we will be far more successful.”
Sinewitz testified on behalf of the National Retail Federation this morning
during a House Judiciary Committee hearing on the impact of the Supreme
Court’s South Dakota v. Wayfair decision on businesses and consumers.

As an authorized dealer for a variety of major appliance, electronics and
furniture brands, Sinewitz said BrandsMart has often been the victim of “showrooming,” where consumers come
into the store to take advantage of sales associates’ expertise and see merchandise in person, then order from
an out-of-state online competitor to avoid paying 7-8 percent state and local sales tax.
“Sometimes the customer will order the product on the phone right in front of the salesperson who has just
invested a significant amount of time in educating that customer,” Sinewitz said. “We will often engage in price
matching, but our profit margins are slim, and we cannot afford to absorb the cost of the tax.”
BrandsMart began selling online itself several years ago and now sells to customers in the 48 contiguous states.
Online sales make up about 5 percent of its business, but the majority of its sales remain in-store.
In Wayfair, the justices upheld a 2016 South Dakota law requiring all online merchants with more than $100,000
in annual sales to state residents or 200 transactions with state residents to collect sales tax. The ruling reversed
the court’s 1992 Quill decision that online sellers could only be required to collect in states where they had a
physical presence. Under Quill, the court said complicated sales tax laws across the country made it too difficult
to know how much to collect otherwise. But NRF and others successfully argued that Quill was outdated because
computer software is now available that automatically collects sales tax.
Sinewitz said his 10-store company and smaller members of NRF’s Small Business Retail Council originally thought
online sale tax collection might not be viable unless states provided free collection software. After more research,
however, he discovered that software is available from several private vendors at affordable prices.
“I feel confident that BrandsMart can quickly come into compliance with whatever collection requirements may
be imposed for a modest fee, and that this will give us the ability to also compete and expand our internet sales,”
he said. “What once loomed as a potential compliance nightmare now appears to be an incidental cost of doing
business.”
Sinewitz said his company is negotiating a contract with a firm that will provide online sales tax collection and
remittance services for less than one-tenth of 1 percent of his online sales. Using the requirements of the South
Dakota law as a guide on the assumption that it will be copied by other states, the firm was able to calculate the
number of states where BrandsMart sells enough to be required to collect. It expects to set up the system within a
few weeks and will monitor changes in tax rates and regulations to ensure compliance going forward, he said.
About the Organization: The National Retail Federation is the world’s largest retail trade association. Based in
Washington, D.C., NRF represents discount and department stores, home goods and specialty stores, Main Street
merchants, grocers, wholesalers, chain restaurants and internet retailers from the United States and more than 45
countries. Retail is the nation’s largest private-sector employer, supporting one in four U.S. jobs — 42 million working
Americans. Contributing $2.6 trillion to annual GDP, retail is a daily barometer for the nation’s economy.
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AccuQuilt Announces the Launch of
its 2018 Quilt Block Design Contest
Contest gives designers the chance
to win their share of more than
$15,000 in prizes

A

ccuQuilt is excited to announce that its 2018 Quilt Block Design Contest is live at
accuquilt.com/contest. The contest – which was open for entries through July 31, 2018 –
allowed participants to enter an original quilt block design for their chance at fabulous
prize packages.

“Our annual Quilt Block Design Contest is always an exciting time for us,” said AccuQuilt’s Director of
Marketing, Dawn Drazdys. “We’re lucky to have the support of our sponsors to make this an unforgettable
event for the participants.”
For a chance to win, individuals had to submit their original designs at accuquilt.com/contest. Designs had
to be based on AccuQuilt shapes to be considered. If unfamiliar with AccuQuilt shapes, entrants could find
an AccuQuilt equivalents chart at accuquilt.com/go-cutting-equivalent. There was no purchase required to
enter and no limit to the number of entries someone could submit.
After the July 31 entry deadline, all block designs will be posted online and the public voting begins.
Entrants should rally their friends and family to vote daily at accuquilt.com/contest from Aug. 1 – Aug. 15,
2018. The Top 10 designs will be reviewed by quilter Eleanor Burns and the AccuQuilt team to decide a
winner. The Grand Prize winner will receive a prize package worth more than $8,000 and will also be flown
to Omaha, NE to see their quilt block unveiled on a 17-foot sign outside of AccuQuilt’s Corporate Office
during their 10th Anniversary Celebration.
A prize package will be awarded to the top-10 placers in the contest. Included in the packages are items
from sponsors Handi Quilter, Quilt in a Day, Craftsy, Aurifil Thread, QT Fabrics, Northcott Fabrics, Camelot
Fabrics, Moda, Timeless Treasures, Dear Stella, Riley Blake, Shannon Fabrics, The Quilting Company,
American Patchwork & Quilting, Marcus Brothers, Island Batik and Andover Fabrics.
Full rules and details can be found at accuquilt.com/contest.
About the Company: Headquartered in Omaha, NE, AccuQuilt offers quilters, fabric crafters and retailers
a premiere line of fabric cutters, dies, quilting patterns and other quilt and fabric cutting solutions that help
quilters quickly and accurately cut shapes for quilting and fabric crafts. AccuQuilt also offers quilters a wide
variety of rich educational resources to enhance their quilting experiences. Cutting with AccuQuilt cutters
is a natural evolution of fabric cutting methods. For more information on how to Cut Time. Quilt More.™,
visit accuquilt.com or call 888-258-7913.
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filtering capability. Incoming air and dust
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traps dust particles and allows the air to pass
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Qty.

Out-Learn Your Competition
Successful People are Obsessed with Learning

S

uccessful people are obsessed with learning.
They out-learn everyone around them.
They’re voracious readers. Warren Buffet, Bill
Gates, Mahatma Gandhi, and Disney CEO Bob
Iger read and learn. They finish newspapers, books,
audio books, journals, and magazines like Harvard
Business Review, Inc, or Forbes while their not-socommitted peers waste their time on worthless
entertainment.
I am a huge promoter of reading and learning.
All the books I have written, all the seminars I give,
all the coaching I do is based on learning: Learning
about your industry, learning about yourself,
learning about products, learning about your
employees and most important, learning about
customers. It’s my passion and has been for the
past 40 some years.
Be relentless in learning new info. If it has
anything to do with your industry, be on top of it.
Buy manuals, read every book and magazine. Then
get involved with industry conferences and put
yourself out there. If you have expertise that your
colleagues could benefit from—share it! Send them
emails with info they can use.
According to Jack Canfield, author of The Success
Principles, “People who have more information
have a tremendous advantage over people who
don’t. And though you may think it
takes years to acquire the knowledge
you would need to become super
successful, the truth is that simple
behaviors such as reading for an
hour a day, turning television time
into learning time, and attending
classes and training programs can
make it surprisingly easy to increase
your knowledge — and substantially
increase your level of success.”

Howard Schultz says to young people who want
to be the next Howard Schultz… “Everyone who
grows up, no matter where you are in life, you had
dreams, and the question is, have people convinced
you that your dreams cannot come true? As a result
of that, maybe you would have given up too early.
Define what your dream is: dream bigger than that
and don’t let anyone tell you that you are not good
enough, that your dream can’t come true. And don’t
settle, because you are going to find yourself at 30,
40, or 50 years old saying I could have done that.
And you probably could have.”
Reading pays off. Since I was 22-years old I
personally have read two books a month besides
all the magazines, newspapers, and periodicals I
get. Mostly they are involving customer service,
biographies and autobiographies of great people.
I know that I must commit to lifelong selfimprovement and learning. It assists me in new
ways of thinking and behaving. It helps me to
pass on what I have learned to educate the people
closest to me including family, friends and business
associates. It’s what pushes me to work harder
at expanding the thought processes of the people
that come to my seminars, people that I coach on
a daily basis.

Become a people watcher. Watch
people; analyze what they do and
why. Find people who are where you
want to be in life, and get on their
schedule. If they’ve written a book,
read it. If they give seminars, attend.
Ask them questions and listen to their
stories and answers.
28
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I highly recommend reading:
• The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin
• Meditations by Marcus Aurelius
• Losing My Virginity by Richard Branson
• The Story of My Experiments with Truth by
Mahatma Gandhi
• As a Man Thinketh by James Allen
• Eat That Frog by Brian Tracy
• Long Walk to Freedom by Nelson Mandela
• The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari by Robin Sharma
• On the Shortness of Life by Seneca
These will lend you an insight into the rituals of a
few well-known and highly successful people.
Mark Cuban says he was stunned some years ago
when he read that the average American college
graduate reads only 1 book a year. To him, that
spelled opportunity. And, he is not alone. Warren
Buffet speaks about proactively building an
“information advantage” with his own aggressive
learning habits and routines.

Only good things can happen when
you invest in knowledge.
~John Tschohl
About the Author:
John Tschohl is a professional
speaker, trainer, and consultant.
He is the President and founder
of Service Quality Institute
(the global leader in customer
service) with operations in
over 40 countries. John is a
self-made millionaire traveling
and speaking more than 50
times each year. He is considered to be one of the
foremost authorities on service strategy, success,
empowerment, and customer service in the world.
John’s monthly strategic newsletter is available
online at no charge. He can also be reached on
Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.

My take on this is that if you want to be valued,
make yourself valuable. Out-learn your competition,
out-learn your boss, out-learn yourself…invest in
you.
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What a Quilter Wants
Speaking with quilters
in the heartland

T

he Ankeny Area Quilter’s Guild
(AAQG) in Ankeny, Iowa recently
hosted their annual quilt show
themed “Christmas in July.” With
more than thirty quilts on display and
twenty-some shops vending, the show
was a “perfect storm” – or rather “perfect
paradise” – for sales. The combination of
inspiring work, new products, and discount
prices made for some very happy quilters
and equally happily shop owners.
One of these happy quilters was Carol R.
who attended the show with her daughter
Rachel and teenage granddaughter Grace. Quilting for this trio is truly
a family affair, as the love of sewing and quilting has been passed
down from generation to generation. Carol has been quilting for
35 years and Rachel for 25, both on their BERNINA machines.
Granddaughter Grace has been quilting on a more simple Singer
for about 5 years.
When asked about a favorite quilt they ever made, Carol described an
embroidered quilt with a bird theme, while for Rachel it was a coffeethemed quilt with a back hand-dyed from coffee beans and walnuts. With
some encouragement from her mom, Grace joined the conversation and
described a fun Christmas quilt she made that actually lit up with Christmas
lights!
As a family, Carol, Rachel and Grace are currently working on more than
thirty patriotic quilts for a veterans home, so were looking for patriotic
fabrics from vendors along with tools to save them time. For other projects,
they are happy that their local independent quilt shop offers a variety of
precuts and patterns along with things like variegated threads, though they
mentioned that a bigger selection of extra-wide backings would be helpful.

Top: Vendors showcasing
their products at the
Ankeny Quilt Show.
Bottom: “Mississippi River
Crazy Quilt” by entrant
Ginger Green, quilted by
Sue Kistler.

At the show, they liked several things vendors had to offer including fun scissors, new bobbin
holders, and a seam ripper with a magnifying glass and light. All three ladies were looking forward
to spending the day together as a family.
Quilt shows are also a time for friends as was the case with longtime quilter Beth and her cohort.
Beth began sewing at an early age but really became a quilter upon inhering some family quilting
materials. She sews and quilts on a PFAFF machine with an emphasis on patchwork design, sending
some projects out to be quilted while electing to free-motion others.
For a favorite project, Beth says it was a Fons & Porter Drunkard’s Path pattern that she transformed
into a turtle design, and then quilted with a dragonfly design and offset against a water-like background
fabric. As for favorite products, she answered with any type of Aurifil thread, Quilter’s Select rulers with
the non-slip backing, and a unique little tool called the “Purple Thang” that is used to turn a project.
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Beth says that she loves the quality and
selection of quilting fabrics at her local
quilt shop, and though she used to take
educational classes, she doesn’t much
anymore. If she needs to quickly learn a
technique, she goes online to watch a video
tutorial. In fact, she wondered if shops could
do that more, so quilters can stay connected
with their local shops and teachers but learn
from the convenience of their homes at odd
hours if needed. She also visits quilt shops
all over the state for different ideas and to
Ankeny Quilt Show Chair and
see the endless outcomes of a single pattern.
member of AAQG Janet Delager.
And that was Beth’s biggest takeaway from
the show, too: seeing MANY inspiring quilts – and, of course, bumping into a lot
of quilting friends.
Quilters Carol M. and daughter Kimberly also value the social side of quilt shows
as members of the AAQG. Though she has sewn her entire life, even some bridal
apparel, Carol M. picked up quilting in the last ten years. Previously she had worked
at Hancock Fabrics when one day decided to attend a quilting class with friends.
While the favorite part for many quilters is picking out fabric, Carol M. likes using her
smarts: the process of studying a design, getting it in her head, and finally watching
it come together is what keeps her quilting new things.
With a Janome machine, Carol says she “fell
into” her preferred quilting style of embroidered
quilts. While she does all the patchwork, a friend
embroiders the blocks, and then the piece is
hand-quilted in the town of Colona, Iowa. Her
favorite project to date is a quilt with purple irises
made with shades of purple and white and a rich
green backing.
At quilt shows and at quilt shops, Carol is always
looking for original block layouts to put a twist on
traditional sashing, and she was looking forward
to seeing the Cutterpillar demonstration at the
Top to bottom:
show.
Quilter Carol M. on left
“Fishing in Minnesota,”
with daughter and AAQG
Daughter Kimberly does not quilt as much
entrant Diane Swanson,
member Kimberly on right.
with embroidery, though she had an
quilted by Carol Westercamp.
impressive 4 quilts displayed at the show! Kimberly is undoubtedly a talented
“Sylvia’s Bridal Sampler,”
quilter, though when asked what she’d like to see from her local quilt shop,
entrant Peggy Vespestad,
she had the idea of a bias binding class as that technique proved somewhat
quilted by Peggy Vespestad.
difficult for her.
“Three Shades of Grey,”
Friend of Kimberly and AAQG Quilt Show Chair, Janet Dejager, couldn’t be
entrant Twila Meder, quilted
happier with how the show went. As Janet talked about her experience with
by Twila Meder.
the guild and quilting groups, she said that the biggest benefit of quilting
communities is not just finding but sustaining your inspiration and having
the ability to troubleshoot when a project gets tough. Quilt guilds provide this type of community as do the
independent quilt shops, which ultimately make quilters all the more successful.
About the show, Janet said, “I really enjoy meeting the quilters, and I want to thank all of the volunteers of
the Guild. A show like this doesn’t happen without everyone working together!”

We look forward to seeing what the AAQG does next year!
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Don’t be a Giraffe !
VIEWPOINT

By: Amy Baughman

Y

ou may have seen this image floating
around Facebook. When I first saw it, my
emotions were surprisingly sad. And I think
there may be a lesson to learn here. When
the big guys fall, it makes us all a little nervous.
Toys-R-Us and Babies-R-Us both have locations
behind my retail store. They are both around
60,000 square feet which is huge for any retailer.
But that is what they chose to be: a large warehouse of branded toys and games. Aisle after aisle
of boxes and hermetically sealed toys. No way to
touch, play or experience the toy.
As a grandma of two boys, I had plenty of reasons
to stop in and fill up a buggy with anything two
young boys would enjoy. You have to give people
a reason to stop in your store and shop - spending
their time and money with you.
Sometimes we forget the basics. It’s easy to get
distracted with who is doing what in the industry,
always wondering if I should be doing what other
dealers are doing. Sewing machine manufacturers
put a lot of pressure to always do more, sell more.
I am not saying don’t grow your business; just make
sure you know what it takes to grow. Remember
what made you successful in the first place.
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•

Keep informed with what is happening in the
industry, both with other stores and online, but
don’t let it drive you into doing something that
is not right for you.

•

Know your stuff. You are the authority, and
selling the guest the best product is your goal.

•

Stay in touch - Email, Facebook, Instagram,
YouTube, ect.

•

Demonstrate all the cool stuff you sell.

•

Be happy and be proud of what you do and sell.

•

Educational entertaining programs get guests
through the door. Stock in a box is not fun.
Floor models should be sewable and touchable.

•

Always have some sort of activity going on, free
demos, or paid classes. Set up a demo station
with the notion of the week. Show it. Sell it.

•

Always have an embroidery machine running it is still fascinating.

•

Always take the time to answer questions, no
matter where a customer’s machine came from.
Future sales seeds need to be planted.

•

Treat everyone like they have $20,000 to
purchase the top of the line machine.

•

Make sure the bathroom is clean and inspiring
with posters and samples.

Your store does not need to be huge to be
successful.
It’s not always about price, the product will always
be cheaper somewhere. If you are not a Giant
online, get off the bean stock. Chasing internet
pricing in your brick and mortar is only good if you
can do the volume to make up the difference with
the smaller margins.
Always put a value on your services. A service
is not tangible, people need to see it to believe it.
The moral to the story: Don’t be a giraffe.
Keep your head out of the clouds, there is always
room for improvement. Don’t just eat from the tops
of the trees, low hanging fruit is quick and easy
money.
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Recognizing Our

Associate Members
A & E GUTERMANN’S
A E CARTER DISTRIBUTING
ALUTRON MODULES LTD
AMETEK FLOOR CARE & SPECIALTY MOTORS
AMERICAN & EFIRD
APC FILTRATION INC
ARROW COMPANIES LLC
ARTISTIC
AVNAN ELECTRO INC
BABY LOCK USA
BERNINA OF AMERICA
BISSELL HOMECARE INC
BRANOFILTER GMBH
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL
CANA-VAC SYSTEMS
CANPLAS INDUSTRIES LTD
CLOVER NEEDLECRAFT INC
COATS & CLARK INC
CWP TECHNOLOGIES
CYCLOVAC - TROVAC INDUSTRIES LTD
DESCO VACUUM CLEANER SUPPLY
DIYSTYLE®
DOMEL
DULWICH HILL SEWING CENTRE
DYSON INC
ELECTRO MOTOR LLC
ELECTROLUX CENTRAL VACUUMS - BEAM
ELECTROLUX SMALL APPLIANCE GROUP
ELNA INC
EMERSON COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS
ENVIROCARE TECHNOLOGIES LLC
ESSCO
EURO-NOTIONS INC
FAMORE CUTLERY / SPECIALTY PRODUCT SALES
FLEXAUST-TUEC
FLEXIBLE TECHNOLOGIES
FLOOR CARE EQUIPMENT LTD
GRAND RIVER RUBBER & PLASTIC
GROZ-BECKERT
HIDE-A-HOSE INC
HOME CARE PRODUCTS LLC/ DVC ZHAO HUI FILTER
HOOPSISTERS
HOOVER VACUUMS
HORN OF AMERICA INC
HOST / RACINE INDUSTRIES
H-P PRODUCTS INC
HUSQVARNA VIKING SEWING MACHINES

IROBOT CORPORATION
JANOME AMERICA
JKL GLOBAL SALES INC
JOHNNY VAC
JOYA DISTRIBUTING CO
KENT INVESTMENT / CARPET EXPRESS
KIRBY COMPANY
LINDHAUS USA
LINDSAY MANUFACTURING
M D MANUFACTURING INC
MIELE INC
MODA FABRIC
MYRATON INDUSTRIES
NADAIR INTERNATIONAL
NORTHPOINT COMMERCIAL FINANCE
NUERA AIR / DUO VAC
ORECK VACUUMS
PACVAC PTY LTD
PFAFF SEWING MACHINES
PLASTIFLEX GROUP NORTH CAROLINA
PRO-LINE DISTRIBUTING
PROTEAM
PRYM COMSUMER USA
QUALTEX GLOBAL LTD
REXAIR LLC
RICCAR AMERICA
RNK DISTRIBUTING
ROYAL
SEBO AMERICA
SHARKNINJA
SIMPLICITY VACUUM
SINGER SEWING COMPANY
SIRENA INC
STEEL CITY VACUUM CO INC
SUZHOU MINKANG FILTER CO LTD
SVP WORLDWIDE
SYNCRONY FINANCIAL
TACONY CORPORATION
TACONY SEWING CENTRAL
THORNE ELECTRIC CO
TIP TOP PARTS
TRANSNATIONAL
TRI-TECHNICAL SYSTEMS INC
TTI FLOOR CARE NORTH AMERICA
UNITED NOTIONS
VAC PRO’S
VACUMAID CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEMS
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Five Lessons from Broadcast News

I

t’s been nearly 15 years since I left the world of TV
news. Since I moved from that career, I still use a lot
of those skills on a daily basis.

On the technical side, I’m creating my own videos
though YouTube, recording a weekly podcast, and
writing articles and books. I also want to highlight a few
other lessons from broadcast news that have served me
well and are valuable for all professionals:
Respect Your Deadlines
In broadcast news, you don’t have the option to push
back a deadline. If a story is slotted for the 5 PM
newscast, you have to deliver. It may not be pretty or
very good, but you have to have something to give
your “customers” aka viewers. I was surprised to
learn in other industries that
employees have the ability to
move deadlines.

More time does not
Every Story is
Important to
guarantee a better
Someone
outcome. It just means
In TV news,
it
took you longer to do
you’re going
to cover a lot
something & while doing
of accidents,
it, you were not able to
murders, and
focus on something else.
annual stories
like Black Friday.
After a while, you can do them in your sleep. Resist
this urge because for someone, the story represents
something very important. The victim of crime is
someone’s relative or friend. For a new store owner,
coverage during the holiday season may help them
realize dreams of success.
In any industry, there are tasks
that seem like these “overreported” stories – annual Labor
Day sales, writing sponsorship
checks to the local school’s
athletics, end of year inventory
– but like TV news, each of these
can be a “story” to someone. That
Labor Day sale might create a
new, lifelong customer, and that
sponsorship check will create
long-standing goodwill in your
community. Resist the urge to go
on “autopilot” and treat every
story, every task and every
customer like it matters.

While this may reduce
stress, I don’t think it helps
productivity. There will be
exceptions, but getting the job
done, on time, is an important
skill. More time does not
guarantee a better outcome.
It just means it took you
longer to do something and
while doing it, you’re not able
to focus on something else.
Get Along with People
I worked with more than 65
photographers during my broadcast news career. They
ranged from experienced to brand new, male to female,
and extroverted to introverted. As a reporter, you’re
spending much of your day with this person and likely
much of the week. It’s important to communicate well
and develop a sense of trust and teamwork.
Time spent not liking your coworkers is ultimately
wasted time. The people who are a part of your
business are there for a reason. Figure out a way to
make it work.
Things Change and Things Break
Your story can change. In one example, I went from
covering a balloon festival to the manhunt for a fugitive,
who shot a police officer. While this was an extreme
case, when the call comes to shift gears, you have to let
go of any frustration you may be feeling.
It can be easy to keep thinking about the task you
just left, rather than the one you now need to pursue.
This is a distraction, as you need to let go of what isn’t
happening and focus on what is.
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Tomorrow Brings Opportunity
Some days will go perfectly. You’ll be engaged and love
the work. Others will be dull or challenging. The good
thing about news is that you get a clean slate every day.
Success and failure can be fickle. You learn a lot about
both when you experience them on a regular basis.
With your job, whatever it may be, celebrate the good
days at work but realize every day gives you the
opportunity to prove yourself.
About the Author: Ken Okel
speaks to smart leaders and
associations who want to
unleash employee production,
performance, and profitability.
He introduces them to lessons
learned from his time in TV News,
Disaster Relief, and running a
Professional Ballet Company. He
wrote the book, Stuck on Yellow
and is the host of the 2 Minute
Takeaway Podcast. Ken’s weekly productivity tips
can be found at: www.KenOkel.com.
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DEALERS Do You Want New
DEALERS,
Data about Your Industry?
2018 VDTA DEALER SURVEY
This is a private survey conducted by the VDTA•SDTA for statistical purposes ONLY.
WE ENSURE YOUR PRIVACY WILL BE PROTECTED. The more complete information we have
about independent retailers, the better we know how to move the industry forward. Please
complete this survey to the best of your knowledge and return to our ofces by October 15.
Some you may receive this by e-mail as mail. Please only llitoutonce.
Providing your name and your company name is optional. If you do provide your name,
it will never be disclosed nor disclosed with the accompanying information you provide. It is
necessary to list your city / state to understand trends in different regions of the country.
Only those who ll out this survey will receive the survey statistics and results.
OPTIONAL INFO
E-mail to send survey statistics: __________________________________________________________________________
Your name: _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Company name:__________________________________________________________________________________________

REQUIRED INFORMATION
City: __________________________________________________________

State / Province : ____________________

Country (if other than U.S.): ____________________

INSTRUCTIONS

For Yes/No and Multiple Choice Questions, CIRCLE your answer.

Example: How many times a day do you check e-mail?
a) Zero (0)
b) Once
c) Twice
d) More than 3 times
SECTION 1: GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Are you a VDTA•SDTA Member?

YES / NO

5. Number of store locations
a) 1
b) 2
c) 3

d) 4+

2. Do you follow VDTA•SDTA on Facebook?
YES / NO

6. Do you have extended hours during holidays?

3. On VDTA•SDTA’s Facebook page, what would
you like to see more of?

7. Mode of business, select ALL that apply

a) Association News
b) Inspirational Posts
c) Small Business
Articles/Resources

d) Videos
e) Pictures

4. Years you’ve been in business
a) 1 - 5
b) 6 - 10
c) 11 - 15

d) 16 - 25
e) 26 - 35
f) 35 +

YES / NO

a) store front

b) mail order
c) online via website

8. Do you have a service department?
9.

YES / NO

Do you own a branded company vehicle? YES / NO

10. Number of employees
a) 1-5
c) 11-15
b) 6-10

d) 16+
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11. Beneﬁts oﬀered to employees (full-time)
d) 401K
e) Paid Vacation 1-2 wks/yr
f) Paid Vacation 3-4 wks/yr

a) Health Insurance
b) Dental/Vision
c) Life Insurance
12. What is your age?
a) 20-29
b) 30-39

c) 40-49
d) 50-59

e) 60-69
f) 70+

13. What is your succession plan for your business?
a) Pass down to family
b) Sell to inside party (staﬀ)
c) Sell to outside party

d) Other
e) I do not have a
succession plan

14. Methods of marketing to customers, circle your
TOP 3:
a) E-mail
b) Print
c) Radio
d) Television
e) Social media
f) Internet
g) Other: ______________________________________
15. Did you know that VDTA has marketing
materials for members only?
YES / NO

Section 3: Sales
16. Do you oﬀer in-store gift cards?

YES / NO

17. Do you accept debit cards with pin #’s? YES / NO
18. Do you oﬀer third-party ﬁnancing?

□ Yes, through Synchrony Financial
□ Yes, through: _______________________________
□ No, but I am considering it
□ No

19. Your estimated gross annual sales

e) $750,000 - $1 mil
f) $1 mil - $2 mil
g) Over $2 mil

20. If you have a service depart., what percentage
(%) does service contribute to your revenue?
a) 0 - 10%
d) 40 - 60%

b) 10 - 20%
e) 60 - 80%

c) 20 - 40%
f) 80%+

21. What is your top selling ﬂoorcare machine?
a) Upright

b) Canister
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c) Central Vac
d) Other

a) Pfaﬀ
b) Singer
c) Viking
d) Brother
e) Baby Lock
f) BERNINA

g) Janome
h) Elna
i) Miele
j) SEBO
k) Riccar
l) Simplicity

m) TTi
Brands
n) Dyson
o) Central
Vac Brands
p) Other

23. Average customer’s purchase amount per visit
a) $0 - $100
c) $500 - $1000
e) $2500 - $5000

b) $100 - $500
d) $1000 - $2500
f) $5000+

24. Age of your average customer?

Section 2: Marketing

a) 0 to $100,000
b) $100,000 - $200,000
c) $200,000 - $500,000
d) $500,000 - $750,000

22. What is your top selling brand?
(If a Vac-and-Sew store, list for both categories)

a) 18 – 30
d) 51 – 60

b) 31 – 40
e) 61 – 70

c) 41 – 50
f) Over 71

In the following questions, specify the percent
of proﬁt each product yields in your business.

25. Percent of proﬁt for upright vacuum
a) 1-25%
c) 50-75%
f) N/A
b) 25-50%
d) 75%+
26. Percent of proﬁt for central vacuums
a) 1-25%
c) 50-75%
f) N/A
b) 25-50%
d) 75%+
27. Percent of proﬁt for cordless vacuums
a) 1-25%
c) 50-75%
f) N/A
b) 25-50%
d) 75%+
28. Percent of proﬁt for canister vacuums
a) 1-25%
c) 50-75%
f) N/A
b) 25-50%
d) 75%+
29. Percent of proﬁt for sewing- only machines
a) 1-25%
c) 50-75%
f) N/A
b) 25-50%
d) 75%+
30. Percent of proﬁt for sewing- embroidery machines
a) 1-25%
c) 50-75%
f) N/A
b) 25-50%
d) 75%+
31. Percent of proﬁt for sewing- quilting machines
a) 1-25%
c) 50-75%
f) N/A
b) 25-50%
d) 75%+
32. Percent of proﬁt for fabric
a) 1-25%
c) 50-75%
b) 25-50%
d) 75%+
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f) N/A

33. Percent of proﬁt for sewing notions
a) 1-25%
c) 50-75%
b) 25-50%
d) 75%+

f) N/A

34. Percent of proﬁt for sewing furniture
a) 1-25%
c) 50-75%
f) N/A
b) 25-50%
d) 75%+
35. Percent of proﬁt for service/repairs
a) 1-25%
c) 50-75%
b) 25-50%
d) 75%+

f) N/A

36. Percent of proﬁt classes/events
a) 1-25%
c) 50-75%
b) 25-50%
d) 75%+

f) N/A

Section 4: Products
37. Who are your major suppliers for the sewing
accessory products you sell?
a) Checker
b) EE Schenck
c) RNK Dist.

d) Brewer
e) Tacony Sewing Central
f) Other

38. CIRCLE the products you carry
a) Vacuum cleaners
b) Central vacuums

c) Robotic vacuums

d) Sewing machines

e) Embroidery machines
(multi-needle – domestic)
f) Quilting machines

(long-, mid-, & short-arm)

g) Janitorial products

h) Brooms, mops,
dusters, squeegees

j) Aromatic
products

k) Green cleaning
products

l) Sewing furniture
m) Sewing notions
n) Fabric

o) Appliances
(microwaves,
fans, etc)
p) OTHER

i) Air puriﬁcation products

Section 5: Square Footage
39. How many square feet is your store in
FLOOR SPACE? Approximately
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

0 - 1000 ft2
1000 - 2500 ft2
2500 - 5000 ft2
5000 - 10,000 ft2
10,000 - 20,000 ft2
20,000 ft2 +

Section 6: Education
40. How many classes do you hold a month?
d) 21-30
a) 1-5
e) 31+
b) 6-10
f) 0
c) 11-20
41. Type of classes you host, circle ALL that apply:

a) Garment
d) Beginning Sewing
b) Quilting
e) Appliqué
c) Embroidery
f) Kids’ Projects
g) Other: ______________________________________

Section 7: VDTA•SDTA Trade Show
42. In the last 5 years, have you attended the
International VDTA•SDTA Trade Show &
Convention, usually held in Las Vegas?
YES / NO
43. If yes, how often do you attend the show?
a) Every year
b) Every 1-2 years
c) Every 2-3 years

d) Every 3-5 years
e) I do not attend

44. If you DO attend, why? Circle your TOP 3
reasons:
a) Trainings oﬀered by my vendors
b) Other classes organized by VDTA
c) To see new products
d) To connect with my vendors
e) To buy, with show specials
f) To see industry friends/contacts
g) To receive an award
h) To vacation
i) To network / introduce my staﬀ to contacts
j) OTHER ________________________________________
___________________________________________________
45. If you DO NOT attend the VDTA•SDTA Trade Show
and Convention, why? Circle UP TO 3 reasons.
a) Not enough new classes
b) Class topics are not relevant

c) I do business primarily at my vendors’ own
dealer meetings/retreat
d) I cannot aﬀord to close the business
e) Cost of travel is too expensive
f)

The VDTA may use select statistics gathered
from this survey in future publication
materials. No names will be released, as we
ensure the privacy of survey participants.

I do not feel welcome

g) I do not need to network / meet new contacts
h) I do not receive information about the show

i) OTHER ________________________________________
___________________________________________________
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46. Do you attend VDTA’s Cocktail Reception & Awards
YES / NO

47. In dollars ($), what is your average cost to
attend the show?
a) $0-$100
b) $100-$300

c) $300-$500 e) $1000-$1500
d) $500-$1000 f) $1500+

48. How would you rate the importance of a
Keynote speaker at the trade show?
a) Very important
b) Important

c) Not very important
d) I don’t attend the Keynote

49. What is the best keynote topic
a) Business advice
b) Motivational

c) Just funny / entertaining
d) I don’t care

50. How would you rate the importance of the
following VDTA Show event: Powerhouse
Roundtable by Dealers for Dealers
e) Not Important at all
a) Very Important
d) Did Not Attend
b) Mostly Important
c) Somewhat Important
51. How would you rate the importance of the
following VDTA Show event: Sewing Industry
Executive Forum
e) Not Important at all
a) Very Important
d) Did Not Attend
b) Mostly Important
c) Somewhat Important
52. How would you rate the importance of the
following VDTA Show event: No Progress
Without Change: A Vacuum Panel, hosted by
Josh May.
e) Not Important at all
a) Very Important
d) Did Not Attend
b) Mostly Important
c) Somewhat Important
53. In 2019, the Int’l VDTA Convention will be held
in Las Vegas. Will you attend?
YES / NO / PROBABLY

54. How did you feel about the location of the 2018
VDTA Show in Charlotte?
a) Loved it- Let’s go back
b) Liked it- Maybe go back
c) Neutral

d) Did not like it
e) I prefer Vegas
every year

Section 8: VDTA•SDTA Magazines
55. In what format do you read the magazines?
a) Print
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b) Online

c) Both

d) N/A

56. How diligently to you the Floorcare-Central Vac &
SQE Professional magazines, published by VDTA.

a) Cover to cover every month
b) Most of the magazine every month
c) 3-4 articles every month
d) I page through it, & occasionally read something
e) I look at the new products and ads
f) I do not read it

57. What types of articles would you prefer?
Circle your TOP 3 choices. “I would like articles...”
a) By dealers
b) By manufacturers / distributors
d) About general business topics i.e. leadership
e) More news i.e. new hires, retirements, etc.
f) More viewpoints
g) More history of companies, stores, etc.
h) That feature product reviews

Section 9: VDTA•SDTA Member Beneﬁts
58. Do you participate in Int’l Sewing Month, a
promotion organized by VDTA free for Members?
This is a Members-only beneﬁt.
For info, call 800-367-5651

YES / NO / NEED INFO

59. Do you participate in Int’l Spring Cleaning Month,
a promotion organized by VDTA free for Members?
This is a Members-only beneﬁt.
For info, call 800-367-5651

YES / NO / NEED INFO

60. We may create promotions for Fall Cleaning
Month in October, Quilt Month in March and
Embroidery Month in October. If available, would
you use posters and price hang tags for these
promotions? Select ALL that apply.

□
□

Yes, for Fall Cleaning
Yes, Embroidery Month

□ Yes, Quilt Month
□ No

61. Do you visit the VDTA website?
a) Multiple times a week
b) A few times a week

c) A few times a month

d) Only for Trade Show
information
e) No

62. FINAL QUESTION: What classes topics would
you like taught at the VDTA•SDTA Trade Show
and Convention?
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Tear out and mail to: VDTA•SDTA: 2724 2nd
Ave; Des Moines, IA 50313. If you have other
comments, include on separate paper.
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NEW

A VDTA•SDTA
Members Benefit

INDUSTRY NEWS

Sewing Machine Repair Tags
Personalized with
your information.
500 @ $75
plus shipping.

For more info, call 800-367-5651 or go to www.vdta-sdta.com
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VIEWPOINT

WHICH ONE
SHOULD
YOU HIRE?

Web Developer vs Web Designer
By: Alexa Mladenovic

Y

ou’ve done all you can. Breath. After weeks
(or months?) of planning and preparing,
doing market research, talking to other
entrepreneurs, the time has come to turn
your business idea into something more – into a
web app. It’s finally the time to make a product
out of it.
If you did all your planning right, then you should be
able to answer my first question: how are you going
to make it all happen? What is going to be your first
step?
Well, in order to make a web app, you need
someone to turn the idea into code and “make
it pretty”, so the users will like what they see.
From where I’m standing, it seems like you have
two options: you can do this task yourself or hire
someone to do it. I have to be honest – if you
don’t have any programming experience, it might
not be a good idea to start learning languages
right now. You need reliable, quality results as
soon as tomorrow so you can put the product on
the market. My suggestion: find a web developer
to do it. In fact, find both developer and designer
to build the app.
Whether you decide to hire co-workers, reach
out to freelancers or start a collaboration with a
development company, you have to know that, in
order to have a high-quality product, you need a
team of developers and designers.
My second question is: Do you know why you need
them both? Why shouldn’t you just cut the costs
and hire only a web developer?
Because web developers and designers,
unfortunate or not, are the two sides of the same
coin. They are not the same nor they are the
opposite. They have the same goal and different
ways of achieving it.
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A web designer codes just like a web developer
does, while a web developer has some saying in
the design.
If you are a bit confused, it’s OK, let’s make it
simple: you need both of them because they
complement each other and go hand in hand.
Another reason why you need them is that you
need excellence - two different skill sets that
can make a product perfect. An expertise of a
developer can only come to life if a designer has
done a good job.
That all being said, there are several major
differences between developers and designers.
They may not seem so obvious now, but just
wait, I am going to explain them all.
Bear in mind that the primary focus of this
article is to explain the distinction between
developers and designers by emphasizing
their knowledge and skill set. I am not going
to focus on their hourly rates or incomes.
Let’s begin, shall we?
What Is a Web Developer?
Let’s make it all clear in the beginning: a web
developer is a person who has the skill set to
build a web app from the ground up. Web developers’ role is to write a good-quality (and, preferably,
an easy-to-read) code and create a functional,
bug-free app.
At this point, you might be asking yourself how
does he/she know what to build? Do you just
approach the developer and say there is an
app that you would like him/her to create and
a developer gets to business? Well, it’s not that
simple. In fact, this is the part where a web
designer steps in.
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Before the coding process can begin, a web
designer should create a mockup design of the
app. Once the mockup design has your approval,
a designer can hand it over to a developer. Then,
web developer and designer work together to make
sure that a developer understands all the aspects
of the following design. A web developer should not
question the design itself but should ask questions if
he/she feels there is anything left unsaid. I am going
to mention this part later.
A Web Developer Programming
Let’s go back to the actual developing and
programming. What does a web developer do? Well,
depending on his/her knowledge, a web developer
can be front-end or back-end-oriented. If you are not
sure what I mean, let me explain.
Back-End and Front-End Development
A back-end development includes complex, codeintensive work. When I previously mentioned that
web developers bring apps from the ground up,
this is what I was referring to. If you are still not
getting the picture, let’s put it this way: a backend web developer should know how to create a
multiple users app like Airbnb or Amazon are. All
the shopping carts or offers like booking a flight are
done by back-end developers.
On the other hand, there is a front-end web
developer. Believe it or not, front-end is the
reason why it is hard to tell a difference between
developers and designers. But the truth is actually
really simple. A job of a front-end developer is to
translate the work of a designer into the code. He/
she is not supposed to make any design changes but
to provide functional connections between all design
elements.
Those are the main differences between a back-end
and a front-end web developer.
A Back-End and Front-End Web Developer
Now, you have probably heard of the term “full-stack
developer”. This term is used to describe developers
who have the knowledge of both back-end and frontend development. But, make no mistake – it doesn’t
mean that you should always hire a full-stack web
developer to cover all the job. Depending on the
project, it’s nice to have full stack developers in a
team, so some of them can work on the front-end
and some on the back-end and each of them can
jump in if the help is needed.
Web Developers’ Skills and Knowledge
The one characteristic that should always be used

to describe web developers is analytical. No matter
if I am talking about a front-end web developer or
a back-end one. As you will be able to see in the
following text, a web designer is the one that relies
on his/her creativity, while a developer is the one
that is oriented to details and the development
process itself.
So, if you are looking a web developer, what should
you look for? Well, depending on the type of the
project, you will need developers that are familiar
with different technologies. A web developer should
be familiar with:
- Back-end development technologies which include
languages like PHP, Java, Ruby, Python and tools like
MySQL and SQL Server.
- Front-end development technologies like HTML,
CSS, JavaScript and frameworks like React JS, Node
JS, jQuery, Bootstrap, Angular JS, Ember JS etc.
Before you start searching for a web developer,
be sure to consult an expert on what type of a
developer you need. Would you rather choose a
Ruby developer or perhaps a PHP one? Also, please
note that developers are not obligated to know
each and every programming language that exists.
Surprisingly enough, this is a good news for you
because you can easily find a developer that suits
the needs of your project.
So, What Makes a Good Web Developer?
Let’s put it this way: a good software developer is
the one that can write good-quality code fast, the
one that learns quickly, is not afraid to face the
challenge, is reliable and has good communication
skills. With all this in mind, it wouldn’t hurt to have a
team player by your side, as well.
The point is that a web developer should not
only be an expert in his/her field but also a good
communicator and a problem solver.
So, what does a web designer do and what makes
him/her the best for the job? Click on the link in the
resource box to find out!
SOURCES:

This article is originally published on Kolosek Blog https://kolosek.com/web-developer-vs-webdesigner/.
Article Source: http://www.articlebiz.com/
article/1051644968-1-web-developer-vs-webdesigner/
Copyright © 2018 by ArticleBiz.com.
All rights reserved.
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MEMBERSHIP - JOIN TODAY!

Visit vdta.com for more information.
VDTA•SDTA, 2724 2nd Ave. Des Moines, IA 50313
Call 800-367-5651 or fax 515-282-4483 • apply online at www.vdta.com

Company Information
Name: _________________________________________ Title: _____________________________________
Company Name: ___________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________________
City: ____________________________ State/Province: _____________ Zip/Postal Code: ______________
Phone: _______________________________________ Fax: _______________________________________
E-mail: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Website: _________________________________________________________________________________
Number of stores? _________ Years in business: _________ Submit Copies of Business and Tax Certificate

Membership Category
Independent dealer enrollment: $110.
Identified as any dealer whose principal business is
the sale of merchandise and services directly to the
consumer (end user).
Associate member: $625 each year.
Identified as a wholesale manufacturer/distributor/
supplier. Businesses located in the U.S. or International.
International member: $150 each year.
Identified as a dealer not located in the U.S. or Canada.
Miscellaneous Membership: $150 each year.
Includes: Manufacturer representatives, independent
consulting firms, and advertising agencies.

Dealer Membership & Renewal
1 Year Membership
2 Year Membership
3 Year Membership
Multi-Store Membership Renewal
Associate Membership
International Dealer Membership
Miscellaneous Membership
Sewing Educator Alliance Membership

$110
$190
$250
$150
$625
$150
$150
$60

SEWING\QUILTING

FLOORCARE

Sewing Machines
Knitting Products
Quilting Machines
Longarm Machines
Embroidery Machines
Sewing Parts/Accessories
Notions
Fabrics-Fashion/Quilting
Sergers
Other:____________

Hand/Stick Vacuums
Central Vacuums
Stick/Broom Vacs
Water-based Vacs
Steam Cleaners
Janitorial Products
Stain Removers
Vacuum Parts/Accessories
Backpack Vacs
Upright Vacuums
Canister Vacuums
Air Fresheners
Air Purifiers
ers
Other:___________

• Do you attend VDTA•SDTA conventions?
• Do you have a repair department?
• Do you teach sewing or quilting lessons in your store?

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Payment Information
All payments must be made in U.S. funds
Check

MasterCard

Visa

Amount: $_______________

Cardholder Name (Print):_____________________________________________________________________
Card #:________________________________ (CCV#_____________) Exp Date:_______________________

Signature:_________________________________________________________________________________
Is this a one time membership payment?

Autopay (next membership payment due in 12 months)
This a one time payment, thank you.

™ Professional™
VDTA NEWSSDTA
November
2017
| FLOORCARE
CENTRALVAC
NEWS
August
2018 | SQE& Professional
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Queen Vacuum’s
Big Move!

– Part 1

Interview with owners John and Rachel
Decker about the worries and rewards
of moving to a new location

Q

ueen Vacuum Small Appliance & HomeCare Center is doing what it takes to thrive - even if it means
taking a risk and moving to a new city. Queen Vacuum owes its origins to the Graman family,
who established the business in 1954. “Uncle Gene” Graman and his father built the storefront
on Monmouth Street in Red Bank, NJ in 1963. Current owners John & Rachel Decker took over the
business just a few into their marriage and have been its proprietors for over 15 years! They recently made the
decision to move the store from Red Bank to Shrewsbury, opening in the new location June 4 of this year.
I had the good fortune to talk with John and Rachel about their move – what prompted their decision, what trials
they faced, and their hopes for the future. Read on to hear directly from a dealer like you about what they are
doing to stay relevant and profitable in today’s market!
Tonya (T), VDTA Editor: Any spatial change to a business – whether that’s new paint, a remodel,
or a new location – is a big decision. What factors contributed in your decision to move?
John and Rachel (J&R): There were several major factors. Number one was that we desperately needed a
bigger space! A few years back we adopted an additional storefront in Neptune City, NJ. We operated our two
stores until August 2014 when the Neptune store got destroyed in a flash flood. When we consolidated our
operation into the single storefront in Red Bank, we felt the squeeze immediately. It was hard handling the
extra volume of customers and repairs; we were literally tripping over vacuums. Since then, we’ve had our
eyes peeled for a new space.
Secondly, we realized that the atmosphere and economy of our neighborhood was becoming a detriment.
Although the neighborhood was becoming more upscale, it was also moving toward total redevelopment with
focus on arts/entertainment establishments and condo-style living – the complete opposite of the practical
“Mom-n-Pop” stores that populated our
district for nearly 100 years. The apartmentstyle condos were being marketed for
commuters taking the train to the city. Short
of changing our hours to the graveyard shift,
none of those potential customers were
patronizing us.

Queen Vacuum’s New Location

Lastly, we became frustrated by our cost of
rent. We were paying more and more for a
location that was hindering our customers
and getting harder to work within. Our
lease agreement also severely limited any
changes we could make to the building,
inside or out. The space was getting dated
and lacked things like partitions or walls that
we needed to properly separate the sales
floor from the repairs. All of these factors
contributed in our decision to move.
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T: Tell me about the new location, compared to
the old one?
J&R: The old location in Red Bank was a very simple,
one-story, 1600 ft2 building (no basement or attic) with
a completely open floor plan. It was a nice clean space
on a corner lot with its own private parking spaces.
Inside we were getting very cramped and having
difficulty separating the function in appearance of the
high-end show room with the repair area in the back.
There were no walls! We made makeshift partitions
with our old metal shelves but the store never felt very
upscale or complementary to the high-end product
that supports our business and brand.
To contrast, our new location in Shrewsbury solved
many problems. Aside from the fact that it is several
hundred dollars per month cheaper for 30% more
space, it is located on a very busy main road. This road
also happens to be directly fed from the local Parkway
(toll highway) exit from which most of our more distant
customers arrive. We are now situated in a small plaza
with other thriving business neighbors. I look out our
window and see a beehive of activity… people getting
their cars fixed or washed, picking up a bottle wine,
getting gas or lunch or home supplies, you name it!
The back half of the new building is a massive
two-story tall garage. This is where we house our
repair and parts department and our internal office
(eventually we’ll set up our vacuum museum in there
too!). There is even a big garage door so that we can
receive palletized shipments in the back.
The customer entrance is really beautiful but also
highly functional. The various walls in that relatively
small entrance feature coordinated products, like
departments: commercial vacuums on this wall;
cleaning chemicals on that wall; budget-friendly
and convenience vacs over there. Rather than be
overwhelmed by a huge open space, customers
“funnel” in.
My favorite part, however, is our new master show
room! It is sectioned-off and serves as a quiet, focused
place for shoppers to work with us and learn about
the new vacuum they’re buying. In this room we’ve
also laid several carpet runners of different piles and
textures on which to test nozzles.
Also we repurposed some nice furniture to create a
tastefully decorated living-room-like set up on which
to teach customers how to use their attachments
(on different above-floor surfaces like the couch,
lampshade, silk plants, and moldings). It’s also a safe
and comfortable place for children to sit (we have
coloring books and crayons at the ready) as many
shopping moms and dads have kids in tow.
The point is that we’re aiming to make customers
literally feel at home and un-pressured while giving
them a valuable, educational experience.

Queen Vacuum’s Previous Location
T: What are you most looking forward to with
the new location?
J&R: We are most excited about utilizing our new
show room with customers. It’ll be so fun to actually
demonstrate the vacuums on real-life surfaces and
obstacles. And while we’ve been busy with repairs
in our new high-traffic location, our goal has always
been to tip the balance towards Miele sales which yield
much higher profit in less time.
T: What were some of your biggest challenges in
moving?
J&R: The shelves: Much of what we had to move were
countless tall, metal shelves with countless tedious
parts on them. They are big, heavy, awkward and we
didn’t have time to box up every little thing. The trick
we used on most of them was to CLING WRAP the
shelves with contents in-tact.
Delayed schedule: One contracted job, the install of
a rear door through the concrete wall, went almost 2
weeks over schedule. It also made a horrendous, dusty
mess that delayed our move-in day.
Unpredictable weather: We had a bad rainstorm with
flooding and power loss the day before we were doing
the big move-in. We were forced to cancel our entire
“move-in-crew” of friends who volunteered to help up
do the heavy lifting on that Sunday of Memorial Day
weekend. Everyone had holiday plans and then work
Tuesday and beyond. Therefore John and I moved the
entire store, almost entirely by ourselves, within a
week’s time. However, we had a few close friends and
family help immensely on some of the crucial clean up
and set up tasks at the new building.
Then of course there were some other glitches
including a phone disaster and internet that didn’t
work. We’re happy to say that all of the major
problems have been or are being resolved, and we’ve
learned so much from this process!
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In the last 10 years, RNK Distributing has conducted 1000’s of Floriani events in
stores across the country, spreading sales and success along the way. These fun,
educational events for embroidery, sewing and quilting stores oﬀer exclusive products
and experiences to support independent retailers like YOU! With classes designed to
help you sell the machines used at the events, Floriani events are perfect for inspiring
customers to keep coming back for more!

Call RNK Distributing today and ask for Beth to put YOUR Floriani event on the schedule!
Toll Free: (877) 331-0034

Phone: (865) 549-5115

